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afterglow 

Rethinkillg Californ ia Light and Space Art 

In 2002 I found myself li ving on the West Coast and needing to wear sunglasses all the time. 

The sun was powerful enough to delineate every shrub on a distant hillside, and cast shadows that 

looked as sharp and black as cut-paper silhouettes. This fierce light , together with the giant scale of 

the landscape laid out beneath it, played tricks on perception. Though some contest the view that 

Light and Space art - California's own brand of minimali sm developed in the late sixties- was partly 

inspired by thi s natural setting, it struck me that its austere yet heady environmental installations 

could not have been made anywhere else . 

Light and Space art , whose central fi gures include Larry Bell , Robert Irwin , Maria Nordman , 

and James Turrell , radically and for the first time shifted the locus of meaning from the artist to the 

viewer, or, in what has since become a mantra, from the object to experience. These artists searched 

for forms that would stimulate-but not impede or inHuence- the viewer 's awareness of his or her 

own patterns of attention and perception. What they arrived at were more like situations: seemingly 

empty rooms and cubes of light or glass with which one takes time and attention to engage. The Mo

jave Desert might be considered a prototype for their work. 

A number of current generation California artists-many more than the eleven represented 

here-have recently taken up these concerns in atmospheric works employing reductive abstraction or 

what might be called meditative minimal ism. Leaving behind the elaborate technical and architectural 

preparations of classic Light and Space installations, they nonetheless manifest equi valent energies 

and optics by focusing o,n a specific form , subject, or task. Field-based imagery comprising allover 

patterns or accumulated marks is common and takes a variety of form s: mock moire, wall s of gridded 

miniature mirrors, and videos of kaleidoscopic mandalas. There is an attraction to optical effects in 

which Huorescent color, crystal-laced and spray paint , reHections in puddles , and aluminum foil play 

a role. Several of the artists have also chosen to consider these ideas in terms of relational aesthetics 

and cultural critique. 

No matter where you turn in Afterglow, you run into an improbable space. Viewed perspec

ti vely, the stacked Hoating squares in Ruth Laskey's Twill Series (Teal BluelNew Emerald Greelll 

Marigold) (2007, illustrated) hover like an empty sandwich. The trapezoid-shaped overlap between 

them is green, as if the squares-yellow below and blue above - are colored light gels that have been 

combined to make this third color. Viewed "Hat," as the physicality of the weave encourages , the 

squares return to abstraction , posing as a pair of nesting trapezoids. The swarm of graphite marks 

fi lling Dean Smith 's drawing intooutof#5 (2009) appear as though they are being sucked into and 

simultaneously sprayed out of a central vortex. This dynamic gains spatial complexity in that it occurs 

at two depths and scales, one inside and another outside the triangle suspended in the center. Smith 's 

pulsating video malldala IV (2010, illustrated) animates this movement. A full -screen mandala 

entrances the beholder with its continuous, brightly patterned mutations. Gina Borg's painting, Floe, 

(2008, illustrated) resembles an enlarged detail of the sunset sky broken down into a diamond pattern. 

Starting out the palest blue-beige at the top, the painting gradually, as if by grav itational pull , deepens 

to greeni sh blue at the bottom. The pattern shimmers, causing an interplay between the phys icality of 



the painted surface and the airy effect. It takes a while to register its source in the pattern 's alternating 

warm and cool tones . There is no such differentiation between the physical mark and the produced 

image in Laurie Reid 's large watercolor drawing, Just Before /I (200 I , illustrated). From a distance 

the long, overlapping brush strokes forming a midline band coalesce into a layered vista. This spatial 

recession is nothing more than the light re fl ecting off the ledges of warped paper, which has buckled 

in the dry ing process , and casting shadows underneath. All of these works echo the Light and Space 

artists' inquiries into perception, transparency, and the limits of visibility. 

You fi nd a similar paradoxical treatment of space in the early landscapes of Thomas Akawie, 

Lewis Baltz, Vija Celmins, and Ed Ruscha, among other West Coast contemporaries of the Light 

and Space artists. Although these artists are not ordinarily associated with Light and Space art , their 

work adds significant context to the development of the genre. The desert 's pebbly floor fi lls up the 

picture plane right to the top- edging out the horizon line- in both Baltz's black-and-white photo

graph Irvine Ranch (1 967 , illustrated) and Celmins's graphite drawings likewise seen from an aerial 

perspective . Around the same time Akawie was making spray paintings such as Target 0 11 Ma rs 

(1976, illustrated) based on widely published photographs of the Mariner flyby of the planet Mars, 

vacuum-formed plastic replicas of the moon, and other images of the sky and outer space. Also using 

astronomical photographs as source material , Celmins, his friend at the time, was making drawings 

replicating the surface of the moon and Mars, as well as galaxies suspended in the night sky. Back 

down on Earth , interstate highways and real estate development in remote parts of the West them

selves proffered lunar landscapes . In North Wall, Automated Marine International, one of Baltz 's 

photographs fro m the 1975 series "New Industrial Parks near Irvine, California," a hangar door open 

to a bright white interior cuts a large Turrell-like cube of light in the building's dark fa~ade. Their col

leagues' minimalist installations seem to be in dialogue with these images and the phenomenal sights 

they depict. 

Fifties Hard-Edge painting is another historical link to Light and Space art that has gone 

largely unrecognized. If the Light and Space arti sts dispensed with art 's usual orienting markers- im

agery, the figure/ground relationship , distinctions between color and shape, part to whole-it was this 

earlier California school that first imposed these restrictions. They theorized the muting of art istic ex

pression in favor of giving the viewer greater perceptual and psychological license. Characterized by 

interlocking or striped passages of unmodulated color that merge space (the background) and form, its 

practitioners include John McLaughlin , Lorser Feitelson and his wife Helen Lundeberg. The de Chiri

coesque Blue View (1974, illustrated) exemplifies Lundeberg's attachment to the desert landscapes 

that first inspired her. In the prevalence and handling of geometric, edge-to-edge compositions, some 

of the works in Afterglow skip back a generation in their affinities. 

Irwin and hi s peers meticulously prepared the interiors in which their works were situated; 

Turrell could be found sanding walls and Irwin was known to paint out distracting shadows. By con

trast, Kathryn Van Dyke's installation Knowing You Knowing Me 3 (200 I , illustrated) is meant to live 

in the world as is. It is a square enclosure with walls of ceiling-hung microfilament that is strung with 



pocket-sized , double-sided mirrors in various classic shapes. The walls are detached at the corners for 

easy access , reinforcing the idea of fluidity between interior and exterior, just as the mirror randomly 

reflects and casts its reflections around the room. The grid of reflections interpenetrated by actual 

space appearing in between relates to the collapsing of figure and ground, internal and external in 

both California minimalism and Hard-Edge painting. 

Bell's now iconic glass cubes dissolve the boundary traditionally separating the artwork from 

the spectator and his environment. Viewed through their variously treated sides- mirrored , shaded 

the comings and goings of the gallery look like scenes from a movie. The tinted , overlapping glass 

panels in Claude Collins-Stracensky 's UntiTled . .. (2010 , illustrated) similarly reflect and affect what 

is seen through them. Reminiscent of Bell's formative installations of freestanding glass panels and 

re lated works by his contemporary, Laddie John Dill, the work is a kind of house of cards. Glass 

panels leaning against or resting on top of a steel frame form a chest-high vitrine not large enough 

to fully contain the child-sized dried palm frond inside, one end of which sticks out from the top. In 

photographs such as Untitled (2010), an upsidedown glass sheltering a few pine needles suspended in 

a spider's web- a piece of found poetics-acts as a lens through which the street beyond is viewed. 

Michelle Blade takes this idea of permeability between inside and out to the interpersonal 

realm. Last year over a period of a few months, she met with a series of acquaintances at a Bay Area 

location of her guest's choice for an unguarded tete-it-tete by the setting sun. Pictures were taken and, 

back home, entries written-diaristic documentation collected in the eponymous book Sunset Conver

saTions (2009 , illustrated). For another project Blade quilted a gigantic donut-shaped group sleeping 

bag, The Sleeping Circle (20 I OJ, for a campoutlart event in Ukiah , California. Togetherness, the sun 

and moon , mandalas and meditation , donuts for breakfast ... the symbolic circle suits the occasion. 

Chris Fraser knew nothing of Light and Space art until graduate school when hi s teachers at 

Mills College, noticing his affinity with the genre , suggested he look it up. His MFA show consisted 

of a spacious rectangular room containing nothing but a striped U-shaped band of light that imper

ceptibly moved across the space (illustrated). Its source was the light coming through a half-inch 

slit along the length of the widest (middle) wall where it met the ceiling. Fraser's ability to create 

dazzling sights from light harnessed with utmost transparency and simplicity is akin to the way the 

Light and Space artist Maria Nordman could transform an abandoned storefront into a crepuscular 

netherworld by strategically perforating walls among other minor interventions. Originating in the 

mechanics of photography as trapped light, Fraser's investigations incorporate the body - both the 

photographer 's and the viewer's-as both an artistic element and tool in related video and installation 

works modeled on the camera obscura. 

Irwin spoke of directing attention to "the so-called incidentals, the information that takes 

place between things'" in defense of his subtle art of perception. Fraser's work revolves around a 

similar notion that, in his words, "every point in illuminated space is saturated with the pictures of 

things." Back projected in storefronts and tenement windows , Michael Damm's incidental films for an 

accidental audience (200S-{)ngoing, illustrated) introduces passers-by to the everyday aesthetics of 



congregating pigeons and passing rapid transit trains. Other videos tracking fractured journeys offer 

a filmic corollary to the disorienting spaces of Light and Space art. In Islallds (2009), for example, 

the helter skelter semi-urbanity that rings San Francisco Bay appears as an aimless flipbook. Black 

frames blinking at regular intervals and hyper-underexposure make the dri ve-by footage look even 

darker and more indistinct. In Corridor (2009) these Smithsonesque sites appear rippled, glassy, and 

touchingly fragile , the result of having been filmed from their reflection in puddles. 

A new tool in creating a cinematic illusionism that was popular in sixties' Los Angeles was 

spray painting, imported from its use on cars and surfboards, and one of the many industrial materials 

coopted by artists working on both coasts at the time. (For example , Irwin, a car buff, spray-painted 

his discs.) Akawie , a master of the medium, introduced airbrush painting to the San Francisco Art 

Institute where he taught for over 30 years. Center (1992), a small, sunset-colored, circular canvas 

of telescoping , concentric circles, resembles one of Helen Pashigan 's or Norman Zammitt's optical , 

tabletop Plexiglas objects that belong to "L.A. glass and plastic,"an offshoot of Light and Space art. 

Jonathan Runcio also favors airbrush painting 's flat , flawless surfaces. In his geometric paintings on 

paper (Untitled, 2009, illustrated), a few emblematic shapes cut peepholes in the otherwise monochro

matic surface . An underworld of colorful hard-edge imagery appears to race beneath. Together with 

his powder-coated steel and acrylic sculptures, Runcio 's stylish, geometry-driven design is remini s

cent of both "L.A. glass and plastic" and California Hard-Edge painting. 

Decor apes the sublime in Evan Holloway 's pop moire Black 011 Black over Blue (2001). The 

low-tech layers comprising the optical moire pattern - black netting suspended in front of black polka 

dot-printed paper- deliberately expose the trick. In d.ialogue with a newly unveiled permanent sky

light installation by Turrell at Pomona College Museum of Art in Claremont , California , in 2008, Hol

loway wallpapered an entire room in this dark, dizzy pattern (illustrated). Its Ben-Day-dot effect also 

places Irwin's dot paintings of the mid-sixties in the company of comic books and Roy Lichtenste in . 

Ajuggler of tropes and genres , Holloway appropriates Turrell and his colleagues' art of perception as 

purified ex perience, as the ground zero of human consciousness , and shows us how its pristine forms 

fare out in the world. They pop up everywhere, as special effects, living room drapes , and pixilated 

screens, signs of a di scipline that turned into an addiction. Though smirking with these associations, 

his work is not so different from the imrnersive, ambiguous art of Light and Space, which was con

ceived as a place to redefine the world . 

- Melissa E. Feldman 
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